What if everyone co-produced in
community gardens?
by Ezgi Kahraman

This project aims to increase intergenerational interaction through agriculture.
University students and retirees are the user groups that I focused on. Users will do
sustainable agriculture in community gardens with the phygital product. Therefore,
the interaction of different generations will be ensured and the users will be informed
about sustainability.

This project was developed by Dilara Ece Günesen, under the supervision of tutors Gülname Turan (PhD) and Enver Tatlısu together with Betül Şahin and Asya
Gürgün Özdemir as part of 2020-2021 Fall Semester EUT419E Industrial Design Studio Course, Industrial Design Department of Istanbul Technical University.

Overview
AIM

Place

Between generations through agriculture
increase interaction.

It will be a smart urban garden where the
tools used are connected to each other and
activities are stored in a common cloud system.

WHO?
University students - Retired people

WHICH PLANTS CAN WE GROW?
This event will be planned to start in spring and
end in autumn. Therefore, summer fruit
vegetables can be grown in general.
- tomato
- watermelon
- pepper
- melon
- eggplant
- potato
- onion
- pumpkin
- strawberry

University students are highly aware, open to
learning new things, and have the time and
enthusiasm to try different things.
To ensure that retired individuals are not
isolated from other generations with a
productive, motivating activity that will
improve society and themselves. It will also
offer the opportunity to spend their free time
both physically active and doing something
useful to society.
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Planning

Practice

Workshop
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A smart product specialized for the user will be
placed on the soil and information will be
provided about the moisture content of the soil,
the yield of the soil, the need for fertilizers,
whether mulch is required and what to do.

STEPS

SYSTEM
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SMART PRODUCTS
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Tracking/Care

- Prepare the soil
- Deciding what to plant
- Planting
- Watering
- Observation
- Harvest

TOOLS
The tools will be specific to the garden,
provided by the municipality to volunteers
and stored in the garden.
- Trowel
- Hand fork
- Hoe
- Pruning shears
- Watering bucket
- Fork
- Shovel
- Wheelbarrow
- Gloves
- Hose

With the mobile application, the communication
of the volunteers with their partners, the
community or volunteers in other gardens will be
provided. At the same time, volunteers will
become knowledgeable and experienced
individuals in organic agriculture with visual data
about the works in the garden and information
on various subjects (compost, mulch, pests).

System Scenario
All volunteers
March
meeting volunteers and
informing them about the matching volunteers
tools and products

Determination of volunteers

Determination of
first duties

Completion of the first task with
the participation of all volunteers
and the support of municipal officials.

First mission

October/November

July/August

Cleaning for the rest of the garden
Receiving seeds
Making compost from spent
plant materials
Green manure cultivation

All volunteers
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Harvest

May/June

April

Watering, tracking, care of
vegetables and fruits

sowing seeds
planting seedlings

groups of two people

Real Life Examples from Turkey
I identify areas suitable for urban gardens from Turkey's city satellite images. A circular system can be created
in the neighborhood by transforming each garden into a community garden, supporting it with compost units
and opening it to the use of the neighborhood.
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PLANC
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Planc is a product that will allow users to farm in community gardens together by
synchronizing with the tools in the garden. It is designed both to teach agriculture a
nd to strengthen sharing and communication between users. Thanks to Planc, people
in the neighbourhood can build strong bonds with each other by growing their food
together.
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Details
charge input

speaker
switch on/off button and
motion sensor

Anti- glare screen

color sensor
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Planc - Smart gardening product

18:30

Place: Taşkışla garden

ECE’S TASKS

18:30

MEHMET’S TASKS

Watering

Hoe

Manuring

Manuring

Let’s start!
Place: Taşkışla garden

18:30

18:30

P

Place: Taşkışla garden

18:30

Place: Taşkışla garden

Place: Taşkışla garden

18:30

Ece and Mehmet

Ece and Mehmet

Manuring

Manuring

Place: Taşkışla garden

18:30

18:30

Place: Taşkışla garden

Place: Taşkışla garden

18:30

Congratulations
HARDWORKING BEES !
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Let’s start!

Hoe
00:03:00

Watering
00:02:00

Welcome
to the
garden :)

Place: Taşkışla garden

Congratulations
HARDWORKING BEES !

18:30

Mehmet’s active time
62 minutes

Ece’s active time
58 minutes

calories expended
250 calories

calories expended
200 calories

Place: Taşkışla garden
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User Scenario
meeting of two individuals

Completing collective activities
Determining the meeting time for
such as clearing the garden and the partners to start the first group
preparing the soil
tasks through the application

first meeting in the garden

HAYDİ KOMŞULAR BOSTANA :))

Mahalle bostanına hoşgeldin!
Mehmet amcayla iletişime geç
ara

mesaj

Toplulukla iletişime geç
sesli mesaj

mesaj

Belediyeye sor
Acil yardım

Volunteer survey
Party
Barter festival
Co-production
workshops
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Taking seeds
for the next
year

Harvest

mesaj

third meeting
in the garden

second meeting
in the garden
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User- Environment- Product

User takes the product.
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The user places the product on the
soil as shown in the picture.

Due to the simple interface of the product, the user
can easily take the necessary steps for growing
vegetable.

Also, it can be used by holding with
hand.

Planc can be used by dipping to the soil.
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Plancom - Mobile app
Plancom

What do you want
to do?

Welcome to the
Plancom :)
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HAYDİ KOMŞULAR BOSTANA :))

Contacts

Info of the day
Mulch

Welcome to the garden!

Contacts

Contact with Mehmet Amca

Info of the day

call

message

Contact with community
voice message

Tasks

message

Ask municipality

Videos

SOS

message

Mulching, which is one of the
non-toxic agricultural
techniques, benefits the soil
and plant health; It is an
application that prevents
unwanted weeds. All materials
used to cover the soil are
called "mulch".

Plancom

Plancom

Plancom

Tasks

Videos

Mulch

Watering
Making anchor
Mulch
Control the soil
(pests)

SHARE
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Plancom

Plancom

HOW?

Compost

